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Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #1A
Pickup Terms- Pick up times are
Monday, September 19 from 12-4
and...

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #1B
Please read Before Bidding- Auction
crew has tried to note all blemishes
on furniture....

Login to bid

Starting $ 0
Current
absentee $3 (2 bids)

Lot #1c
5 pc Colorado Aspen bedroom set/
queen size- .

Login to bidLot #2
5pc Colorado Aspen bedroom set/
queen size- .
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Starting $ 0
Current
absentee $3 (2 bids)

Login to bid

Starting $ 0
Current
absentee $3 (2 bids)

Lot #3
5pc Walnut bedroom set / queen size-
.

Login to bid

Starting $ 0
Current
absentee $3 (2 bids)

Lot #4
5pc Hickory bedroom set/ queen size-
.

Login to bid

Starting $ 0
Current
absentee $3 (2 bids)

Lot #5
5pc wormy pine bedroom set/ king
size- .

Login to bidLot #6
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Starting $ 0
Current
absentee $1 (1 bid)

6pc wormy Pine bedroom set/ queen
size/ cedar drawers- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0
Current
absentee $3 (2 bids)

Lot #7
4pc rough cut bedroom set/ queen
size- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0
Current
absentee $3 (2 bids)

Lot #8
5pc Cedar bedroom set/ queen size/
mirror has 2 small chips- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0
Current
absentee $1 (1 bid)

Lot #9
Pine bed frame/ queen size- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0
Current
absentee $1 (1 bid)

Lot #10
Live edge Pine bed frame/ queen
size- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0
Current
absentee $1 (1 bid)

Lot #11
Pine bed frame/ king size

Login to bid

Starting $ 0
Current
absentee $1 (1 bid)

Lot #12
Pine bed frame/ king size- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0
Current
absentee $1 (1 bid)

Lot #13
Pine bed frame/ queen size- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0
Current
absentee $1 (1 bid)

Lot #14
Pine bed frame/ queen size/ smooth- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0
Current
absentee $1 (1 bid)

Lot #15
Pine bed frame/ queen size/ smooth- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0
Current
absentee $1 (1 bid)

Lot #16
Pine bed frame/ queen size/ smooth- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #17
Cedar bed frame/ queen size- .

Login to bid
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Starting $ 0

Lot #18
Cedar bed frame/ queen size- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0
Current
absentee $1 (1 bid)

Lot #19
Hickory bed frame/ queen size- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #20
Hickory bed frame/ twin size- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0
Current
absentee $1 (1 bid)

Lot #21
Pine-cedar bunk bed / twin over twin-
.
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Starting $ 0
Current
absentee $1 (1 bid)

Pine bunk bed / full over queen/ uses
xl mattresses- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #23
Pine headboard / king size- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #24
Pine dresser w/ mirror- .
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Lot #25
3-drawer chest of drawer/ Colorado
Aspen- .
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Lot #26
Pine clothes hamper- .
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Lot #27
Pine clothes hamper- .
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Pine 2-drawer night stand- .
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Starting $ 0
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Starting $ 0

Lot #29
Hand Hewn pine dresser w/ mirror
frame- .
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Starting $ 0

Lot #30
Colorado Aspen TV cabinet- .
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Lot #31
Pine 2-drawer night stand- .
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Colorado Aspen 3-drawer night stand-
.
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Starting $ 0
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Starting $ 0

Lot #33
Pine 4-drawer chest of drawers- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #34
Hand hewn pine 4-drawer chest of drawers-
.
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Starting $ 0

Lot #35
Pine fireplace mantle- .
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Pine night stand- .
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Starting $ 0

Lot #37
Pine fireplace mantle- .
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Lot #38
Hickory chest- .
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Lot #39
Pine dresser w/ mirror- .
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Pine Tv stand- .
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Starting $ 0
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Starting $ 0

Lot #41
Pine bed frame/ queen size- .
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Lot #42
Pine fireplace mantle- .
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Lot #43
Pine hall tree- .

Login to bidLot #44
Hickory hall tree- .
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Lot #45
Pine hall tree- .
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Lot #46
Pine hall tree- .
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Hickory hall tree- .
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Starting $ 0

Lot #48
Colorado Aspen hall tree- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #49
Colorado Aspen hall tree- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #50
Pine night stand- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0
Current absentee $1 (1 bid)

Lot #50A
Pine grandfather clock / 91” tall/ with chime/
battery- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #51
Pine kitchen side table- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #52
Rough sawn end table- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #53
Barn beam coffee table- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #54
Hand quilted quilt / log cabin- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #55
Hand quilted log cabin crib quilt / 85”x 78”- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #56
Patriot sampler wall hanger- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #57
Log cabin wall hanger- .

Login to bidLot #58
3d pine framed wolf picture- .
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Starting $ 0

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #59
Bird feeder- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #60
Camp grill & pot- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #61
Wooden bowl / 9 1/2 diameter- .

Login to bidLot #62
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Starting $ 0

Cast iron Dutch oven- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #63
Dewalt drill & impact w/ battery and
charger- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #64
10’ church pew- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #65
Weber charcoal grill- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #66
Bicycle rack- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #67
Portable chicken pen / tarp cover
included- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #68
Live edge bar table- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #69
6’ Dining table w/ 2 chairs & 2
benches- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #70
Settlers table w/ 6 chairs & 2
extensions- .

Login to bidLot #71
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Starting $ 0

Live edge sycamore 10’ table- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #72
Live edge 8’ walnut table- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #73
Live edge pine 6 1/2’ table- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #74
80” cedar table- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #75
Whiskey barrel cedar top table/ 52”- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #76
Whiskey barrel rough sawn table / 52
1/2”- .

Login to bidLot #77
Round top table- .
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Starting $ 0

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #78
Whiskey barrel round top table / 41”- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #79
Whiskey barrel table / 4’- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #80
Whiskey barrel cedar top table/ top
lifts for storage inside- .

Login to bidLot #81
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Starting $ 0

Whiskey barrel poly & glass top table-
.

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #82
Whiskey barrel poly & glass top table-
.

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #83
Whiskey barrel end table- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #84
Live edge end table- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #85
Live edge end table- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #86
Live edge cedar table / 5’- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #87
Whiskey barrel round top bar table w/
3 barstools- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #88
Whiskey barrel round top bar table w/
3 barstools- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #89
Live edge pine coffee table- .

Login to bidLot #90
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Starting $ 0

Live edge pine coffee table- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #91
Live edge walnut coffee table- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #92
Live edge table / 60”- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #93
Live edge walnut table / 90”- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #94
Stump table, pine top/ 48”- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #95
Slab top end table- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #96
Live edge bench/ 43”- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #97
Live edge end table- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #98
Live edge bench / 44”- .
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Starting $ 0

Lot #99
Hickory coffee table/ 48”- .
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Lot #100
Slab wood end table- .
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Lot #101
Live edge end table- .
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Stump wood coffee table- .
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Starting $ 0

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #103
Live edge bench / 44”- .
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Starting $ 0

Lot #104
Whiskey barrel flower pot- .
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Lot #105
Whiskey barrel flower pot- .
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Lot #106
Whiskey barrel flower pot- .
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Starting $ 0

Lot #107
Whiskey barrel flower pot- .
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Lot #108
Whiskey barrel / deer top- .
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Lot #109
Whiskey barrel- .
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Lot #110
Whiskey barrel- .
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Starting $ 0

Lot #111
Whiskey barrel end table- .
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Lot #112
Whiskey barrel end table- .
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Lot #113
Whiskey barrel deer clock- .
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Starting $ 0

Whiskey barrel lake life clock- .
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Starting $ 0

Lot #115
Whiskey barrel wagon wheel top table w/ 4
chairs- .
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Starting $ 0

Lot #116
Pine top table / 60”- .
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Quantity 2
Starting $ 0

Lot #117
Whiskey barrel stools- 24” tall
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Stump wood round top table / 60”- .
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Starting $ 0
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Starting $ 0

Lot #119
Round top pine stump table- .
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Starting $ 0

Lot #120
Pine bench w/ hickory top/ 56”- .
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Lot #121
Live edge walnut table / blue running
river- .
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Lot #122
Hickory rocker- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #123
Hickory Rocker- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #124
Childrens hickory rocker- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #125
Collar mirror w/ wooden hames- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #126
Hickory table / 46”- .

Login to bidLot #127
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Starting $ 0

Live edge bench / 36”- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #128
Colorado Aspen dining set/ stump
table- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #129
4 pc hickory dining set/ stump table- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #130
5pc hickory round top bar set- .

Login to bid

Quantity 6

Lot #131
6 pine chairs- .
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Starting $ 0

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #132
Colorado Aspen bench- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #133
24” bench- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #134
Pine end table- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #135
Whiskey barrel rocker- .

Login to bidLot #136
Whiskey barrel rocker- .
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Starting $ 0

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #137
36” pine bench- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #138
Colorado Aspen bench / cardinal- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #139
Colorado Aspen 4’ bench/ cardinal- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #140
Whiskey barrel Adirondack chair- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #141
Whiskey barrel Adirondack chair- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #142
Double hickory rocker- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #143
Pine end table w/ hickory top- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #144
Colorado Aspen 4’ bench/ eagle- .

Login to bidLot #145
Double hickory rocker- .
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Starting $ 0

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #146
Colorado Aspen 4’ bench- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #147
Pine table w/ hickory top/ 42”- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #148
Whiskey barrel end table- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #149
Hickory rocker / extra wide- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #150
Live edge hickory bench- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #151
Live edge bench/ 68”- .

Login to bidLot #152
Childrens hickory rocker- .
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Starting $ 0

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #153
Childrens hickory swing- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #154
Childrens hickory rocker- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #155
Whiskey barrel rocker- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #156
Whiskey barrel rocker- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #157
Live edge end table/ 30”- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #158
Pine end table- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #159
Hickory porch swing- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #160
Pine end table- .

Login to bidLot #161
Live edge end table / hickory top- .
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Starting $ 0

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #162
Pine table-bench / 36”- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #163
Pine end table w/ hickory top- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #164
Pine end table- .

Login to bid

Quantity 4
Starting $ 0

Lot #165
Barrel high top barstools- .
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Login to bid

Quantity 4
Starting $ 0

Lot #166
Barrel high top barstools- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #167
Hickory rocker- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #168
Coffee table, Hickory top Pine bottom-
.

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #169
Small table, Hickory top Pine bottom-
.

Login to bidLot #170
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Starting $ 0

Small table, Hickory top Pine bottom-
Live edge top

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #171
Pine table/ 4’- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #172
Pine bench w/ hickory top/ 32”- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #173
Pine end table- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #174
Pine end table w/ hickory top- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #175
Pine bottom bench/ 32”- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #176
Pine table w/ wormy maple top- .

Login to bidLot #177
Pine bench-table / 60”- .
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Starting $ 0

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #178
Whiskey barrel base live edge top
table- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #179
Pine table w/ wormy maple top- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #180
4’ table walnut top- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #181
Cedar chair- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #182
Cedar Adirondack chair- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #183
Cedar end table- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #184
Hickory rocky / extra wide- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #185
Hickory rocker/ extra wide- .

Login to bidLot #186
Pine base, walnut top table/ 36”- .
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Starting $ 0

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #187
Childrens hickory rocker- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #188
Whiskey base, live edge top table- .
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Starting $ 0

Lot #189
Whiskey barrel end table- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #190
Live edge stump base table/ elk- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #191
Whiskey barrel end table- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #192
Double hickory rocker- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #193
Live edge pine table / 42”- .
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Starting $ 0

Lot #194
Sleigh runner wall clock / battery- .

Login to bidLot #195
Wall clock/ battery- .
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Starting $ 0
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Starting $ 0

Lot #196
Wall clock/ battery- .
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Starting $ 0

Lot #197
Hump back trunk- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #198
Hickory ottoman- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #199
Hickory shelf- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #200
Hickory corner shelf- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #201
Hickory stool- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #202
Pine baby bed- .
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Starting $ 0

Lot #203
Pine A frame swing- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #204
Live edge maple bar table- .
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Starting $ 0

Cedar stump base dining set- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #206
Pine stool- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #207
Pine stool- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #208
Pine kneehole desk- .
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Starting $ 0

Lot #209
Live edge clear coat bench- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #210
Live edge stump base table / 4’/ log
cabin- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #211
Live edge bench/ 57”- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #212
Live edge wormy maple bench / 53
1/2”- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #213
5 pc pine bar table & stool set- .

Login to bidLot #214
Hickory rocker- .
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Starting $ 0

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #215
4’ glider bench- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #216
Live edge bench / 38”- .
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Starting $ 0

Lot #217
Stump base live edge top table /
unassembled- .

Login to bidLot #218
Pine base wormy maple top end
table- .
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Starting $ 0

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #219
Willow chair- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #220
Willow chair- .
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Starting $ 0

Lot #221
Willow end table- .

Login to bidLot #222
Willow bench- .
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Starting $ 0
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Login to bid

Quantity 6
Starting $ 0

Lot #223
6 hickory swivel top barstools- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #224
Hickory rocker / extra wide- .

Login to bid

Quantity 2
Starting $ 0

Lot #225
Rough sawn barstools- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #226
Hickory rocker- .

Login to bidLot #227
Spalded maple bench/ 4’- .
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Starting $ 0

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #228
Hickory rocker- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #229
Hickory rocker- .

Login to bid

Quantity 2
Starting $ 0

Lot #230
2 barstools- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #231
5’ stained captalba bench- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #232
6’ walnut bench- .

Login to bid

Quantity 5
Starting $ 0

Lot #233
5 Uph chairs- .

Login to bid

Quantity 2
Starting $ 0

Lot #234
2 uph chairs / rough sawn- .

Login to bid

Quantity 2
Starting $ 0

Lot #235
2 uph chairs/ ebony stained- .

Login to bidLot #236
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Quantity 3
Starting $ 0

3 uph chairs/ rough sawn- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #237
5’ walnut bench- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #238
6’ spalded maple bench- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #239
Pine bench / 5’- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #240
Rough sawn bench / 4’- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #241
Pedestal end table- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #242
5’ red elm bench- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #243
Rough sawn / 5’- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #244
Cherry bench / 3’- .

Login to bidLot #245
Epoxy top walnut bench / 3’- .
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Starting $ 0

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #246
Pine chest- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #247
Brown maple bench/ 5’- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #248
Hard maple bench/ 5’- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #249
River table top/ 46”- .
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Lot #250
Stump base plant stand- .
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Lot #251
251- Live edge 6’ bench
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Starting $ 0

Cherry bench- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #253
Corn hole set / no bags- .
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Starting $ 0

Lot #254
Walnut frame / 32x63- .
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Lot #255
Walnut frame- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #256
Live edge brown maple table / 75”- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #257
Whiskey barrel wine cabinet- .
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Starting $ 0

Lot #258
Wagon wheel swing- .
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Starting $ 0

Lot #259
Stump base end table- .

Login to bidLot #260
Pine bench/ 5’- .
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Starting $ 0

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #261
Pine bench / 5’- .
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Starting $ 0

Lot #262
Pine bench/ 36”- .
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Starting $ 0

Lot #263
Pine bench w/ cushions / 54’’- .
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Starting $ 0

Lot #264
Pine bench / 6’- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #265
Pine bench / 6’- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #266
Cedar and pine rocker- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #267
4’ porch swing- .
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Starting $ 0

Lot #268
Pine coffee table / 52”- .

Login to bidLot #269
A Frame swing- .
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Starting $ 0

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #270
4’ porch swing- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #271
Swing chair- .

Login to bid

Quantity 2
Starting $ 0

Lot #272
2 childrens swings- .
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Login to bid

Quantity 2
Starting $ 0

Lot #273
2 swing chairs- .

Login to bid

Quantity 3
Starting $ 0

Lot #274
3 cedar and pine glider chairs- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #275
Cedar & pine rocker- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #276
Swing chair- .

Login to bidLot #277
Treless pergola- .
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Starting $ 0

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #278
Outdoor swing- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #279
Picnic table- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #280
A Frame cedar swing- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0

Lot #281
A frame cedar swing- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0
Current absentee $2 (2 bids)

Lot #282
12’x 28’ log cabin w/ 4’x 6’ porch- .

Login to bid

Starting $ 0
Current absentee $12 (2 bids)

Lot #283
12’x 24’ log cabin w/ 6’x 12’ porch- .
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Login to bid

Starting $ 0
Current absentee $110 (2 bids)

Lot #284
12’x 20’ log cabin w/ 6’x 12’ porch/ benefit
cabin for local Amish school- .
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